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When Martin Luther reportedly proclaimed, in 1521 at the Diet of  Worms, ‘[h]ere I stand; I can 
do no other’, he could hardly have anticipated that his words would throw Western moral phi-
losophy in serious disarray.1 His words have survived centuries and are time and again approv-
ingly cited by authorities from Max Weber2 to Michael Barnett3 and numerous lesser mortals 
as well.

While there is some debate as to whether these were his actual words, it is clear that he said 
something in this spirit, and his words testified that he could only be responsible for his actions 
to himself  or to God. The net result is that since Luther our notion of  responsibility has lost 
its moorings. As Daniel Warner pointed out a quarter of  a century ago, being responsible only 
to either God or to oneself  denies any social element in the notion of  responsibility.4 In both 
cases, the social quality we often associate with responsibility is lacking. In this conception, 
 responsibility may be grounded in a relationship with oneself  or with God but never with society 
– not with the victims of  our actions (or even merely those affected by our actions) and not with 
the community in which we live.

We hardly have any idea about what the point (the purpose) of  responsibility is, either in law 
or in morality, and why we feel the need – often frustrated – to hold people responsible. Perhaps it 
exists to compensate the victims of  our actions or, as private law theorists may hold, to facilitate 
corrective justice.5 Perhaps its role is to deter other actors from acting in nefarious ways. Perhaps 
responsibility might even exist to serve ulterior goals, such as getting actors to cooperate. As 
Anne van Aaken suggests in her contribution to the book under review, whether actors wish to 
engage in cooperative ventures might well depend on the type of  responsibility regime chosen. 
Some forms of  responsibility regimes are more conducive to fostering cooperation than others.6 
And there is always the nagging suspicion that responsibility is a fancy way of  getting others to 
do what you want them to do, which masks the exercise of  power by other means.

Not only are we in the dark as to what responsibility is for (provided it has to serve some 
goal, to begin with), but we are also uncertain how to connect causality and responsibility, and 
it remains unclear for what we hold actors responsible – for their acts, surely, but not for all 
acts (regardless of  the consequences) and not in all circumstances. Sometimes we do not even 
require acts. Merely planning to do something bad is bad enough, as is not doing anything at 

1 Having posted his famous theses in 1517 and having already been excommunicated, the proceedings at 
Worms were secular and criminal in nature. For more details, see M.A. Mullett, Martin Luther (2nd edn, 
2015).

2 See Weber, ‘The Profession and Vocation of  Politics’, in P. Lassman and R. Speirs (eds), Weber: Political 
Writings (1994) 309, at 367.

3 His excellent study of  the role of  the United Nations in Rwanda’s genocide ends with an invocation of  
Luther’s words. See M. Barnett, Eyewitness to a Genocide: The United Nations and Rwanda (2002), at 181.

4 See D. Warner, An Ethic of  Responsibility in International Relations (1991), at 15–16.
5 See E.J. Weinrib, The Idea of  Private Law (2012 [1995]).
6 See Van Aaken, ‘Shared Responsibility in International Law: A  Political Economy Analysis’, in 

Nollkaemper and Jacobs (eds), Distribution of  Responsibilities in International Law (2015) 153.
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all, but we are unclear when this is the case and how to make the relevant distinctions. Things 
are made more difficult still by the fact that sometimes acting in full accordance with the law 
can create immense human suffering – for instance, colonialism, collective sanctions,7 or the 
sovereign debt problematique. Surely, where the law is unfair or stupid (or both), it becomes prob-
lematic to hold agents responsible for violating the rules.8

In such a setting, the book under review takes on a somewhat artificial air, aiming to discuss 
the distribution of  responsibilities in a setting where it is unclear what there is to distribute and 
to what end. As far as edited volumes go, it is about as good as it could have been, filled with fine 
contributions by a combination of  leading and younger scholars from a variety of  different dis-
ciplines. It has contributions by international lawyers, by law and economics scholars, by politi-
cal theorists, by environmental lawyers, and by philosophers – the book offers a broad palette. 
Within its own four corners then, it can only be deemed an excellent volume and a credit to the 
project from which it spawns, the shared responsibility project at the University of  Amsterdam, 
which was sponsored by a grant from the European Research Council.

The volume is devoted to the distribution of  responsibility in international law, and this action may 
take place in several circumstances. Sometimes it arises when groups of  states act together and some-
thing goes wrong – think, for example, of  military action by a ‘coalition of  the willing’. Sometimes 
the cooperation may be more structured and institutionalized – for instance, the responsibility of  
international organizations under international law, which has gained prominence as a topic worthy 
of  study in its own right. Sometimes it may occur when states act separately and, in doing so, together 
create a mess (climate change is often mentioned as an example and treated by several different 
authors in this volume). For all practical purposes, it is assumed that when states and international 
organizations act, they act as unitary moral agents – yet even this assumption is not unproblematic.9

There is nothing wrong with any of  the individual contributions to the book: they are without 
exception thoughtful, knowledgeable, and insightful. And yet the book as a whole does not make 
much of  a lasting impression. Perhaps the reason for this is because (I speculate) it was never 
meant to be read cover to cover. Perhaps the editors realized that few people read books in full 
these days, and so they decided to include pieces with considerable overlap. For instance, there 
are three contributions espousing a law and economics approach to responsibility, and by the 
time I got to the third, I noticed my agitation levels had risen. This frustration has less to do with 
the quality of  the third contribution and rather more, I suppose, with the genre. I can handle 
one piece outlining that, with a number of  assumptions and ceteris paribus, if  P, then Q. Two 
pieces is a bit of  a stretch, and three becomes annoying. That is not the responsibility (no pun 
intended) of  the individual authors: all three (Joel Trachtman,10 Lewis Kornhauser,11 and Anne 
Van Aaken,12 in order of  appearance) do good work within the genre. It is just that the genre is 
too abstract for my taste and usually too far removed from sociological or historical realities to 
bring it to life. I started to long for a piece that, for once, did not just posit hypotheses but also got 
around to testing them, like the best work in this tradition can do.

7 These are explored in the excellent study by S.  Veitch, Law and Irresponsibility: On the Legitimation of  
Human Suffering (2007).

8 A different critique of  responsibility (but based on similar sensibilities, it seems) was classically formu-
lated by Allott, ‘State Responsibility and the Unmaking of  International Law’, 29 Harvard International 
Law Journal (1988) 1.

9 See generally T. Erskine (ed.), Can Institutions Have Responsibilities? Collective Moral Agency and International 
Relations (2003).

10 See Trachtman, ‘Ex Ante and Ex Post Allocation of  International Legal Responsibility’, in Nollkaemper 
and Jacobs, supra note 6, 87.

11 See Kornhauser, ‘Incentives, Compensation, and Irreparable Harm’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, supra 
note 6, 120.

12 See van Aaken, supra note 6.
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By the same token, given the circumstance that both states and international organizations 
can typically invoke immunity from suit, after a while it started to grate a little that model after 
model is presented without any attention for real world feasibility. This is not a problem for moral 
philosophers or political theorists (whose task it is, traditionally, to build precisely such mod-
els), but from lawyers claiming, as a profession, to have some street credibility, one would have 
expected at least some throwaway comments about the role of  immunities. But nothing of  the 
sort took place. Tom Dannenbaum, for example, sketches a wonderfully detailed model about 
the accountability of  what he refers to as ‘joint public enterprises’ but without even a word on 
immunities.13 That is not his responsibility alone (excusez …), and there ought to be some room 
in international legal studies for building models without thinking about the outside world too 
much, but, still, at some point it risks becoming art for art’s sake.

The vexing topic of  climate change is the subject of  three different contributions, but at least 
here the approaches to the topic are distinct. Daniel Cole presents a little game theory but quickly 
turns his contribution into a fairly standard type of  discussion on the impossibility of  subject-
ing climate change to regular liability litigation.14 Henry Shue is, in typical fashion, engaged in 
normative theory, positing the idea that states incur responsibility to different degrees, based on 
their current and past contributions to climate change.15 Christopher Kutz, finally, presents a 
lively discussion of  various techniques of  combating climate change, whether through taxation 
or other mechanisms.16

Somewhat surprising is that some authors still remain firmly wedded to an uncritical Western 
agenda. Monica Hakimi can write, without blinking, that China and probably Russia acted in 
violation of  a duty not to obstruct when vetoing Security Council draft resolutions on Syria.17 
She sees the duty not to obstruct as part of  the responsibility to protect (fair enough), but surely, 
acting for one’s own interests, real or perceived, need not be characterized as obstruction per se. 
After all, as long as the UN Security Council exists with the same five permanent members and 
as long as these retain a right to veto draft resolutions, the label ‘obstruction’ seems problematic, 
unless refusing to follow the West’s lead is obstructive in and of  itself. More generally (but her 
deadline was probably too early), it would have been interesting to see what she would have 
made of  the 2015–2016 refugee influx in Europe. Surely, if  the responsibility to protect is in part 
grounded in the capacity to protect, then Europe’s wealthy states have little to complain about 
when compared to states such as Lebanon, Turkey, Ethiopia or Pakistan.

Eugene Kontorovich’s wonderfully informative piece on piracy and what he awkwardly calls 
‘gaolbalisation’ also seems to be straight from the Western liberal hymn sheet.18 Kontorovich 
loudly sings the praises of  what has become a standard division of  labour in the fight against 
piracy: capture by Western powers, trial in states in the region, and imprisonment even 
closer to home, preferably in unrecognized breakaway parts of  Somalia, which are practi-
cally outside the reach of  any form of  human rights protection. The point to consider is that 
whereas a few generations ago such division of  labour would have met with immediate and 
reflexive human rights critiques, Kontorovich welcomes it as a tribute to considerations of  

13 See Dannenbaum, ‘Public Power and Preventive Responsibility: Attributing the Wrongs of  International 
Joint Ventures’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, supra note 6, 192.

14 See Cole, ‘The Problem of  Shared Irresponsibility in International Climate Law’, in Nollkaemper and 
Jacobs, supra note 6, 290.

15 See Shue, ‘Transboundary Damage in Climate Change: Criteria for Allocating Responsibility’, in 
Nollkaemper and Jacobs, supra note 6, 321.

16 See Kutz, ‘Shared Responsibility for Climate Change: From Guilt to Taxes’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, 
supra note 6, 341.

17 See Hakimi, ‘Distributing the Responsibility to Protect’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, supra note 6, 265.
18 See Kontorovich, ‘Pirate “Gaolbalisation”: Dividing Responsibility among States, Companies, and 

Criminals’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, supra note 6, 386.
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efficiency, and any issues of  liability can be built into the agreements between capturing, pros-
ecuting and incarcerating entities. Here then the ultimate commodification manifests itself  –  
any kind of  thinking about how to treat people decently is lost – and it is not even tongue-in-
cheek that Kontorovich presents his contribution as offering ‘a normative economic perspective’ 
(at 401).

Probably the most insightful chapters are those written by some of  the contributing political 
theorists and philosophers. Tony Lang reminds us – among other things – that power plays a role 
in issues of  attributing responsibility, particularly in the form of  constructing roles (following 
the work of  philosopher Marion Smiley). Thus, it is no coincidence that when teenagers derail, 
it is usually the mother who is blamed, as raising children is mostly constructed as the responsi-
bility of  mothers.19 Toni Erskine plausibly defends the proposition that sometimes states should 
form loose ‘coalitions of  the willing’ in order to combat suffering, particularly when together 
they are in a position to relieve the suffering in ways they cannot manage individually.20 Seumas 
Miller, in the final contribution to the volume, forcefully suggests that in addition to all kinds of  
formal mechanisms and procedures, an ethical culture remains of  prime importance in any kind 
of  collective enterprise.21 Miller also can take compliments for having written the wittiest con-
tribution. While the substance of  his concern is the global financial crisis, he constantly – and 
rather hilariously – illustrates things with the hypothetical example of  a bank heist.

In the end, Distribution of  Responsibilities in International Law is a fine and informative volume, 
containing good, solid contributions and exploring many different avenues in the quest for col-
lective responsibility. This reviewer may not care much for efficiency à la Kontorovich, or the 
central place given to economistic frameworks generally, but that takes nothing away from the 
quality of  these contributions. Still, while exploring various avenues is fine as far as things go, 
the question remains how far this really goes, and it is perhaps telling that the volume lacks a 
concluding chapter by the editors. More importantly still (but not the editors’ responsibility –  
again, excusez …) the volume eventually does not do all that much to clarify the concept of  
responsibility. And perhaps that should be done before talking about distribution thereof, lest 
talk of  distribution runs the risk of  substituting for responsibility. For if  there is one trait char-
acterizing 21st-century bureaucracies, it is the strong urge on the part of  leadership to abdicate 
responsibility.

Jan Klabbers 
Professor of  International Law
University of  Helsinki
Email: jan.klabbers@helsinki.fi
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19 See Lang, ‘Shared Political Responsibility’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, supra note 6, 62.
20 See Erskine, ‘“Coalitions of  the Willing” and the Shared Responsibility to Protect’, in Nollkaemper and 

Jacobs, supra note 6, 227.
21 See Miller, ‘The Global Financial Crisis and Collective Moral Responsibility’, in Nollkaemper and Jacobs, 

supra note 6, 404.
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Steffen Hindelang and Markus Krajewski (eds). Shifting Paradigms in International 
Investment Law: More Balanced, Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2016. Pp. 496. £80. ISBN: 9780198738428.

International investment law grows increasingly controversial by the hour. Discussions of  the 
‘backlash’ against investment arbitration and growing distrust in a regime perceived as system-
ically biased, favouring investors over host state governments, are no longer confined to aca-
demic literature or the reports of  government agencies, and daily find their way into mainstream 
media.1 Much of  the debate, however, has remained anchored to old models and, until recently, 
few volumes have adopted a forward-looking approach to the most critical issues in the field. 
Originating from a conference held in Berlin in 2013 and strengthened with additional con-
tributions, Shifting Paradigms in International Investment Law is one such work. As the editors 
note in the introductory essay, the aim of  this collection is to consider the current state and 
possible future developments of  international investment law, and to assess the emergence of  
a paradigm shift ‘from a strong emphasis on interests of  private property protection towards a 
more comprehensive approach’.2 The book starts by considering the current state of  affairs of  
international investment law, acknowledging and assessing both the unparalleled success of  
the regime and the controversy afflicting it. It then goes on to examine to what extent lines of  
evolution – and ‘recalibration’ – have appeared, along with their potential in making investment 
law more balanced.

The editors chose the UNCTAD Investment Policy Framework for Sustainable Development 
(IPFSD) and its emphasis on ‘sustainable development’ as a backdrop against which to assess 
problems and potential solutions.3 This is not the first work to deal with the difficulties of  pro-
moting sustainable development in the framework of  international investment law, let alone in 

1 M. Waibel, The Backlash Against Investment Arbitration: Perceptions and Reality (2010).
2 Hindelang and Krajewski, ‘Towards a More Comprehensive Approach in International Investment Law’, 

in S. Hindelang and M. Krajewski (eds), Shifting Paradigms in International Investment Law: More Balanced, 
Less Isolated, Increasingly Diversified (2016) 1, at 5.

3 UNCTAD, World Investment Report 2015–Reforming International Investment Governance (2015).
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